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WHO WE ARE

The Italian ISVEA has been founded in 
1962, in the surroundings of Sant’Eusanio 
del Sangro at a distance of 200 km to 
Rome. It has started production as the 
7th vitrified ceramic company of Italy, 
which is the world leader in the field of 
ceramics, and has continued its activities 
as a typical Italian producer. As a brand, 
especially widespread in Southern Italy, 
it has found a place among the top 10 
producers in the market.

ISVEA’s success in the field of ceramics 
has improved with bathroom and kitchen 
furniture.

The Italian ISVEA brand has been 
acquired by ECE HOLDING at the 
beginning of 2013. Following this 
acquisition, the strength of the brand 
has been advanced even further by the 
help of successful designers, production 
capacity and awards.

By its broad product range that 
is qualified, innovative, functional 
and stylish; the Italian ISVEA brand, 
symbolized by the Phoenix, representing 
rejuvenation, aims to offer a completely 
different bathroom and furniture 
experience.

ISVEA is a big family, with 900 
employees, that works for quality all 
together.
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DESIGN & CREATION

ISVEA products born in Italy- the 
first country that comes to the mind 
when talking about fashion- bear the 
signatures of successful designers and 
design studios of Italy. The essence of 
the Isvea's design philosophy is to create 
unique experiences by transforming 
every bathroom into living spaces. This 
philosophy, enhances sophisticated 
innovations by putting the spotlight on 
aesthetic and functionality, endowed 
Isvea 19 international design awards.

In the spirit of design; Isvea transforms 
the product idea into a designer object 
which is technologically advanced 
and highly stylistic. Isvea designers aim 
at overcoming the preconceptions 
connected to the material, proposing 
new uses for the bathroom and furniture 
by elevating its creative content and 
design.

E. Giardano-Chief Design Officer
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ETTORE GIORDANO

NATIVITA DESIGN STUDIOS

SIMONE VALSECCHI

OMC2 DESIGN STUDIOS

www.ettoregiordano.com

art.lab
www.artlabitaly.com

GENESIS RESEARCH & DESIGN
www.gdsgenesis.com

www.nativitamilano.com

www.simonevalsecchi.com

www.omcdesign.com

SEVİL ACAR
www.sevilacar.com

SABRINA SELLI
www.sabrinaselli.com

EMANUELE PANGRAZI
www.pangrazi.it

YA TASARIM
www.yatasarim.com
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Passion can be realized in every Isvea 
product, the passion for the more 
beautiful, more elegant and more 
aesthetic one. This passion which has 
never been diminished for more than 50 
years, will continue to  increase day by 
day. 

The ideas, creativity and professional 
skills of the team involved in all 
processes meet stories of passion for 
the product, the design, the quality 
in the frame of the culture and the 
soul of the company. Isvea has always 
been addressed to achieve products 
conceived, designed, produced, 
to ensure an inimitable standard of 
excellence.

HONESTY & SENSATION Dr.A. Scacaroni-Chief Operating Officer-İtaly
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Since 1962, Isvea puts forward 
customer relationship targeting to 
provide customers a wide range of 
products and outstanding services. 

Half century experience which allows 
Isvea to offer its clients high level of 
quality and service through CRM system.

Ada Lucianni has been the Sales Manager 
of ISVEA for 30 years.

A.Lucianni-Sales Manager-ItalySINCERITY & RELATION
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Superior engineering and technology, 
awarded designs, outstanding service are 
milestones on its pathway thanks to half 
century experience.

Isvea brand is inextricably linked to 
founding values and genuine DNA. The 
brand symbol, Phoenix, embodies the 
philosophy, the history, and the identity 
of Isvea. 

M. Angelucci – Former ChairmanHISTORY & VALIDATION
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THE FIRST LOGO OF ISVEA

THE SECOND LOGO OF ISVEA

THE LAST LOGO OF ISVEA



LANCIANO CITY CERAMICA ISVEA FOOTBALL TEAM
CHAMPIONSHIP-YEAR 1984/1985

ISVEA CERAMIC FACTORY / 1962
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Isvea follows and determined in the 
highest quality standards of production 
and services dedicated to the bathroom 
in its product category worldwide. 

Isvea continues its determined policy 
building a bridge to an upcoming future 
as an unwavering Italy brand.

Y.Firat- Vice President/ Marketing & SalesCONSTANCY & DURATION
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Design and innovation has accelerated 
Isvea, over time, to weave a network of 
international relationship with clients, 
commmercial partners and various 
projects that allows the company to be 
a leading exponent of the Italy brand in 
international markets.

Rather than the national Italian 
brands, Isvea is also present in the 
international markets particularly in 
European countries, in Asia up to India 
and Arab countries. Supported by the 
high demand for Isvea products, Isvea 
continues in its policy of expanding in 
different valuable markets.

O.Turker- Vice President/ ExportINTERNATIONAL & INSTITUTION
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FROM TURKEY TO THE WHOLE WORLD

By offering innovative and well designed 
products as well as the production 
capabilities, Isvea has a steadily growing 
global market share which exports to 
more than 50 countries
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Isvea has an innovative production 
system designed as a search of 
excellence, constant investment in 
R&D and machine technology, high 
efficiency of the entire manufacturing 
and engineering process and reduced 
environmental impact.

TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
A.Cenesiz- Vice President  

/ Investment and Engineering

Great push towards innovation brings 
Isvea to a total refurbishment. Isvea 
focuses on considerable investment on 
techological-productivity and human 
capital targeting tangible and accelarated 
growth.
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Isvea invested in the new generation 
production plants; high pressure casting 
systems which are the most innovative 
and efficient in the sector. By this new 
technology allows considerably quality 
improvement and also guarantees a 
strict supervision throughout the entire 
production phase.

Isvea products are the result of a 
complex development process which 
integrates the latest technology in every 
phase of production. Each phase of 
production is tested under a strict quality 
control system comforming to the latest 
European standards.

B.Onur- CEORELIABILITY & STABILITIZATION
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ISVEA CERAMIC PLANT
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Isvea draws its vitality, dynamism and 
enterprising spirit from its clear vision for 
ground-breaking business philosophies.  
Inspired as the whole processes, which 
involves all the aspects of business: from 
product manufacturing to communication 
and service.

INTELLIGENCE & VISION E.Cenesiz- Chairman

Isvea has pioneered with evolving 
technical innovations in R&D process 
based on a work ethic and value system 
which focuses on the human insight 
and know-how. In this way there is 
a productive relationship between 
management, designers and workers 
which has led to a virtuous circle 
enabling us to offer superior design and 
technology products.
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PRODUCTION & DEDICATION

Isvea places the highest priority on 
producing products that are innovative, 
creative and unique. In order to reach 
this aim, Isvea creates a collaborative 
working environment.

Isvea has always paid the highest 
attention to the quality of its products 
while adapting the designs to the need 
of the market.
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RESEARCH & INVENTION

Isvea believes that only detailed and 
carefully analysed projects become 
successful so Isvea encourages its 
employees to be creative and to defend 
their opinions.

In order to reach the aim to produce 
innovative, creative and unique products, 
Isvea carries out continuous invesments 
into the research and development.
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PRODUCT & DELIBERATION

Isvea knows that high skilled and 
experienced staff, technological 
innovation and continuous updating 
are the keys to create well designed 
products.

Isvea's constant commitment to product 
development, starting from design 
research and the material, results with 
innovative ideas which enables to 
develop different solutions for different 
needs.
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PLANNING & ORGANIZATION

Isvea pays great attention not only the 
production but also the every step until 
the distribution of the product.

As well as giving importance to produce 
high qualified products, Isvea has always 
been sensitive to the environment by 
paying great attention to recycling and 
sustainability.
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ADMINISTRATION & EXPORTATION

Talented and knowleadgable employees 
are key to the success of ISVEA. 
ISVEA helps its employees to discover 
their strenghts and how to use them 
professionally.

ISVEA encourages creativity while 
rewarding effective teamwork.



yöneticiler foto
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TEAM & PASSION

ISVEA seeks to create a supportive 
working environment while respecting 
individuality and diversity that every 
employee brings to the business.

ISVEA offers a working environment 
where all the employees work as a 
team in which they all personally make 
contributions to overall improvement.
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FURNITURE & DECORATION

The diversity of the products including 
bathroom and kitchen furniture, that are 
produced for different needs, make Isvea 
more preferable.

As a design-oriented brand, Isvea 
bathroom and kitchen furnitures 
differentiate by the style and quality they 
offer.
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ACTIVITY & CORPORATION

Isvea offers wide range of products 
in the field of ceramic sanitaryware, 
bahthroom and kitchen furniture.
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